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Audio Content Comes of Age

Podcast ad spending in the US is expected to surpass USD 1 billion by 2021, jumping nearly 45% from $782 million in 

2020 to $1.13 billion.1 Everyone wants a share of the pie—traditional radio companies, content publishers, pure-play 

tech companies and content hosting platforms. 

The top podcast publishers, in terms of US audience, as of September 2020 were NPR, iHeartRadio, New York Times, 

ESPN/ABC and PRX.2 Players such as Spotify, SiriusXM, Luminary and Apple are battling to become the premiere 

outlet for producing original content, instead of being just hosting platforms.

These shifting dynamics of the podcast market have been leading to new major players investing in this market 

through partnerships and acquisitions, setting the stage for disruption in content consumption patterns. 

The Rise of Podcasts 

The podcasting industry was a very niche market in the beginning, loosely shaped by quirky content creators and 

early adopters of technology. While the podcast industry was largely fragmented, niche creator-driven community 

dominated by traditional media companies in the early 2000s, it has today grown into a well-established, profitable 

publishing medium that is attracting content and technology players in a big way. 

The podcast industry has grown from a niche creator-driven community to a booming industry
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Current Industry Overview

The podcast industry is currently seeing a massive boom. Podcast ad spending in the US, estimated at $782 million 

as of July 2020, is expected to reach $1.13 billion in 2021 and 1.33 billion in 2022.

The number of podcasts listeners in the US is expected to rise from 106 million in 2020 to 131 million by 2023. This 

has attracted a variety of players – large and small, new and traditional, content and technology companies – into 

this space.

Many media and technology companies with large existing audiences are making a big push into podcasts. These 

companies are mostly centered on leveraging their existing audiences to cross-promote podcasts, using listener 

data to personalize listening experiences. In September 2020, Amazon Music, for instance, introduced podcasts to 

its streaming platform across the US, UK, Japan and Germany.

The exploding podcasts space is also driving several consolidation efforts through mergers and acquisitions 

between traditional radio companies, pure-play tech companies and content hosting platforms. Large media and 

technology companies are investing and collaborating to launch new podcast offerings, host exclusive podcast 

shows with artists, and grow their existing podcast business. 

As technology drives a shift towards personalized playlists and streaming, players such as Spotify, SiriusXM, 

Luminary and Apple are battling to become the premier outlet for productions and original content, instead of 

being just hosting platforms. These companies are also aggressively investing in podcast partnerships and taking 

initiatives to gain a bigger foothold in this industry. 
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Trending: Creation of Original Content 

Popular streaming services and start-ups are starting to produce original podcast content through acquisitions and 

partnerships, leading to the “podcast platform wars”, which might usher popular pure-play tech players into the 

podcasting space and disrupt traditional radio podcast companies.
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Technology companies are ramping up their efforts in pushing more original podcast content. Apple expanded its 

original podcast efforts with the launch of ‘The Zane Lowe Interview Series’, while Facebook and Twitter launched 

their versions of original podcasts last year. Meanwhile, traditional radio companies like Shondaland Audio and 

iHeartMedia too have launched a few original podcasts.

Conclusion 

In an estimated billion-dollar market in 2020, the podcasting content game is a high-stakes table with players such 

as Apple, iHeartRadio and Spotify ruling the roost, podcast start-ups entering the fray, and growing market 

consolidations.

As streaming services and content platforms start encroaching on existing players’ turf, we will likely see significant 

changes in content consumption patterns, ad revenue models, and data privacy laws around podcasting.

The current podcasting industry is just the tip of the iceberg that raises many speculations about the future, for 

instance: 

With the emergence of existing platform players in original podcast content creation, how will traditional 

radio and media companies be disrupted when it comes to original programming?

As Spotify and Apple roll out video podcasts, will they directly compete with Netflix and YouTube when it 

comes to original video content streaming?

Will the new mergers and consolidations drive changes in the kind of content consumers like to consume?

Key References:
1. https://www.emarketer.com/content/us-podcast-ad-spending-surpass-1-billion-next-year

2. http://analytics.podtrac.com/podcast-publisher-rankings;
 https://podtracanalytics.squarespace.com/blog

Research Methodology

This report was created based on all-inclusive secondary research. Data was collated from syndicated sources and 

publically available information in analyst reports, news pieces, blogs, and other online sources.  
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